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“Invest in renewables, cut carbon, build community.”
Mission:
Our aim is to accelerate Greater Bristol's transition
to a sustainable energy system, in a way that
provides social benefits across all areas of our
community.
We believe in an energy system that is:
- zero carbon
- effective and secure
- equitable and environmentally responsible
- supported by local communities
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Where we are
Raised £15million (roughly half from the community)

Built 16 renewable energy projects, generating over
9,436 MWh (Megawatt Hours) a year of electricity

Channelled over £350,000 into community initiatives

An estimated 1911 tonnes of carbon dioxide saved
each year

£40,000 bill savings a year for our host sites
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Where we want to go
Funds to come from:
- community fundraising
- grants
- aligned impact investors
- lenders (ideally through drawdown facilities)

More staff
More funds

More
collaborative
partners

More projects
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More carbon
savings

More community
benefit distribution

A year of solid performance for BEC
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dealing with Covid-19 issues
Increased staff
Progress with project development and relationship-building
Eighth community share offer raised £1.3M
BEC membership over 1500
Our Puriton farm produced 4,792,732 KWh of electricity
• 105.7% of its forecast generation for the year.

• Our Lawrence Weston farm produced 4,069,096 KWh of electricity
• 101.2% of its forecast generation for the year.

• Estimated solar roof hosts’ combined savings on energy bills were £40,000
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Project progress
• Netham Community Hydro:
• Ran tenders for the turbines and civils work
• Bids higher than modelled, but expected due to Covid

• Likely sale price for any generated electricity has increased

• Rooftop PV:
• More opportunities coming through
• Handled by increased headcount

• Installation of a 1MW array on the roof of the second Bottle Yard film studios
• Will be the UK’s largest community-owned solar rooftop, when complete by end of 2022
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Project progress
• Community microgrids
• Combine excellent energy efficiency with on-site renewables, energy storage
and smart technology
• Microgrids in Bristol and Bridport both now well advanced
• Over half the residents have now moved into the Water Lilies site and
• The first few residents are in at Hazelmead

• It will take a year before the microgrids are fine-tuned and fully operational
• More on Microgrid Foundry later!
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Government and business
• Government policy towards the renewables sector remained contradictory
this year
• Currently no specific government support for the community energy sector
• BEC, through its membership of Community Energy England, continues to lobby
government to adopt a credible strategy

• Lots of net-zero ambition from businesses

• BEC developing appropriate relationships here

• Bristol City Council’s City Leap procurement of a joint-venture energy
partner is also on track to complete this year

• Should provide a significant boost to the city’s net-zero implementation plans
• BEC is part of a community consortium which has engaged the winning bidders
(Ameresco and Vattenfall) on integrating community energy into this initiative
• Projects starting in 2023
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Energy efficiency retrofit
• Essential component of any logical response to the energy crisis
• BEC is working with other organisations to establish a framework for
whole-house, whole street retrofit at a West of England scale,
including:
• West of England Combined Authority
• Bankers without Boundaries
• UK Infrastructure Bank.

• This is a longer-term project, but in the here and now we were proud
to see the grants from this year’s round of our Megawatt Community
Energy Fund being used to develop local energy efficiency and carbon
reduction schemes.
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Future income
• Solar farm energy sold via fixed one-year contracts
• No immediate increase due to energy crisis
• New contracts for future years at higher price
• Additional income will accelerate projects

• FiT income from rooftops is linked to inflation
• Also goes up!
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Looking forward
• BEC continues to balance the need to scale up to address the climate crisis
with the investment required to make that scale-up happen
• Our energy projects typically have a large upfront capital expenditure (capex) and
then generate economic, environmental and social benefits over a long lifetime.

• BEC’s financial performance is and will continue to be affected by many
often-interlinking variables including:
•
•
•
•
•

Inflation
the price of electricity
weather (irradiance)
raw material & construction costs
the availability and cost of finance.
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Looking forward
• Reasons to be optimistic:
• Improved income
• Most of our debt has fixed interest
• Increasing awareness of the seriousness of the climate emergency is bringing
both project and finance opportunities

• BEC is projected to generate a profit before tax for the year 2023/24.
• We will continue to combine ambition and agility with informed
decision-making and a deep awareness of risks and sensitivities
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